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Abstract: In mulitagent reinforcement learning, inter agent credit  assignment is a fundamental
problem, since a single scalar reinforcement signal is the only reliable feedback that teams of learning
agents receive.This problem is more critical in groups of independent  learners with a joint task. In
this research, it is assumed that a critic agent receives the environment feedback and assigns a proper
credit to each agent using some measures. Three of  such measures for a team of cooperative agents
with a parallel and AND-type task are introduced. These measures somehow compare the agents'
knowledge. One of these criteria, called Normal Expertness, is a non-relative measure while two other
ones (Certainty and Relative Normal Expertness ) are relative measure. It is experimentally shown that
relative measures work better as they contain more information for the critic agent.
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INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto, 1998; 1992; Kaelbing et al., 1996) in multiagent domain,
is the problem of generating cooperative behavior via coordinating actions of multiple agents such that they
can collectively perform a common task (Wei, 1995; Boutilier, 1996). In many cases, all agents must learn
just from the environment reinforcement signal. This feedback is scalar and is given for the team performance
not for each agent. Consequently.  This lack of feedback for each individual agent makes the problem very
hard to solve.

To solve this problem and provide rational feedback for each agent, some methods should be developed
to distribute this reinforcement among the agents properly.

This problem is mentioned in (Sen and Weiss, 2000) as '' inter agent credit assignment'' Here, it is called
'' multi agent credit assignment'' to emphasis on its multi- agent nature.  On the other hand, this term
emphasizes on assigning credit, rather than sharing it (probably with different scales) (Miyazaki ans Kobayashi,
1999). This means. it would be probable that some of the agents are rewarded even if the team gets a
punishment.

In many situations, the team members learn independently and a single feedback is obtained for the team
form the environment. Therefore, to punish or reward the agents optimally, an intelligent critic is needed to
determine the exact effects of all agents' actions on the team performance. Making such intelligent critic is a
very hard task, if not impossible. On the other hand, this critic must know the task completely. That contradicts
the agents' learning goal. The goal of our research is finding some suitable and simple measures and methods
for the critic to estimate the role of each agent on the team performance in a parallel task where agents cannot
compensate teammates' faults. Then assigning credits to the agents accordingly. In (Harati and Nili
Ahmadabadi, 2002) we studied two measures in a normal learning scenario with decreasing rate for
temperature. In this paper we discuss three measures and a new credit assigning algorithm that leads to more
reasonable results even in harder conditions. The problem is stated in the next section. Then, the related works
are reviewed. Our approach is introduced in the fourth section. The test – bed is discussed in section 5. Then,
the simulation results are reported and discussed. A conclusion of this paper is given in the last section.

Problem Statement:

A group of agents can cooperate to perform a serial or parallel task. The task is serial if the agents are
serially selected for trying to solve the problem and the environment state is changed by the previous ones.
In a parallel task, the environment changes caused by the other agents do not affect the state of acting agent.
In such cases, each agent faces just its portion of task.
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Multi agent credit assignment in a serial task is studied in (Nili Ahmadabadi)and (Abdasi et al., 2002).
In serial tasks. Agents' actions come after each other, so the  problem is slightly similar to temporal credit
assignment (Sutton, 1984). In this paper, a parallel task is implemented in order to separate the studied problem
from other involved subjects and have a chance to study the effects of introduced methods more closely. Also
agents' roles are not amendable. It means the task is an AND- type task.In addition, a deterministic and
one–step task is considered for each agent and the agents use Q- learning (Watkins et al., 1992) to learn it.
Therefore, the effects of temporal credit assignment for each agent do not exist. Consequently, the effects of
different reinforcement distribution methods on quality of learning will be directly analyzed.

As mentioned, it is assumed that the environment is not intelligent enough to assess the real role of each
agent in the team achievements and assign a reinforcement signal to each agent accordingly. Therefore, in the
presented system. There is a special agent (called critic agent) with the duty of receiving the environment
reinforcement and assigning credits to each agent in a proper way. See Figure 1.

Fig. 1: An overview of the critic agent's task 

It is also assumed that the critic agent can access internal information of group agents like Q-cell values.
The presented system is evaluated with four measures:

Correctness shows how much the introduced criterion could
guass the suitable credits for the agents assuming fully reliable past credits. So it's obtained by comparing

the designed critic with an optimal one. This measure denotes the amount of correct assignments relative to
total number of them. In calculating this measure, ignored trails are considered as correct ones. 

Performance explains the effect of applying credit assignment methods on the group success. In other
words. 

It is a scaled group performance measure that denotes the ratio of correct actions in the group.
Learning ratio is the average ratio of learnt task by all agents. It is calculated by considering greedy action

selection policy. In other words, a state is considered as a learnt state when the correct action has the unique
maximum Q-value among possible actions. Amount of usage of training chances is shown by Efficiency. This
parameter denotes the ratio of agents received reinforcement signal, regardless of its Correctness. So it must
be considered beside the correctness parameter. 

Related Works:

In most researches, multi agent credit assignment hasn’t been the main problem to solve. Hence, as a
minor problem, the simplest techniques have been implemented to overcome it, or strictly speaking, to ignore
it.

If agents can sense each other in some ways, then multi agent credit assignment is not a main problem.
In such cases, a uniform credit distribution leads to acceptable results. The reason is that . each agent can learn
others' roles, situations or behaviors. Many researches assume this condition E.g. (Tan, 1993; Arai et al., 2000).
Tan also used uniform distribution of credit between two predators cooperating to catch a pray (Tan, 1993).
He showed that when the predators ignore each other, the agents couldn’t learn the task properly.
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Clearly, if local reinforcement can be computed for individual agents, as in (Arai et al., 1999), then again
inter agent credit assignment is not needed at least for local outcomes. In (Arai et al., 1999) it is shown that
using just global rewards slows down the learning progress. In (Miyazaki and Kobayashi, 1999), it is shown
that rewarding all effective agents. Not only the last one. Can speed up learning as the agents can have more
chance to learn the task. In this paper, to obtain rationality in learning . The idea of assigning less importance
( less reward) to agents with more temporal difference with the last one is implemented . To achieve this goal,
the reinforcement signal is back propagated among the agents in a decreasing manner. if the reward of agents
exceeds a specific threshold, it leads to an irrational learnt policy. This kind of reward sharing among agents
can only have meaning in serial tasks and results are guaranteed for profit sharing (Grefenstette, 1988l Arai
et al., 2000l) In (Harati and Nili Ahmadabadi, 2002) we showed that using Certainty and Absolute Axpertness
measures, a critic could decide the suitable credit for learning agents in a parallel task. In this paper, two new
measures whit a more rational credit assignment algorithm are discussed .

Our Approach:

In a parallel task, if all agents do the right actions, the team and all agents are rewarded. But, if the team
is penalized, it may be because of one or more individuals false decision. Therefore, in such cases, it’s not
rational to simply give the team’s credit to each agent. therefore, the critic agent must be provided with some
measures and method to assign each agent the proper reinforcement signal when this agent doesn’t know the
task or is not intelligent enough.

Credit Assignment Criteria:

As the critic must estimate whether an agent’s selected action is correct or not, these measures must show
the amount of agents’ knowledge in some ways. in other words, it’s needed to approximate the probability of
correctness of agents’ decisions if this approximation is used to criticize some agents in the team properly,
each individual agent can learn its task.In this paper, three such measures. called Normal Expertness, Relative
Normal Expertness and Certainty are discussed in the next parts.

Non-Relative Criteria:

Using history of received reinforcements,some measures of agents’ expertness are calculated (Nili
Ahmadabadi, 2002). Here, with the same idea. Normal Expertness is used to show haw much an action is
probable to be the best action or correct one in a state. Therefore in this paper, Normal Expertness for every
Q- cell is used as credit assignment criterion. In fact to act independent of reward and punishment signal
magnitude, a slightly modified version of expertness is implemented. Normal Experness for a state – action
is defined as the number of rewards minus number of punishments that has been assigned to it since the start
of learning. For state s and action a of th agent it is calculated as:

  (1)

Where               and               are its number of rewards and punishments respectively, received from 

start of learning till now. Since this measure is computed for each Q-cell, it denotes how much this state
–action is experienced positively. So it will be a good estimate for future outcomes of that action. It is called
non – relative criterion, since it just depends on single state –action pair.

Relative Criteria:

Considering history of other possible actions in a state leads to more informative measures. Two of such
measures are introduced here. They are called relative criteria since they depend on more then one Q-cell.

The first one, called Relative Normal Expertness, is simply achieved by considering relative value of
Normal Expertness against the other possible actions in the same state . in other words , for state s and action 

a, of I  agent it is calculated based               on as:th

  (2)
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The second relative criterion is called Certainty. it is defined as the action selection probability used by
the agent to choose its current action. since our Q-learning agents use Boltzmann exploration method for their
action selection, Certainty for i  agent is computed as:th

  (3)

Where s and a are its state and selected action at current trial respectively. This measure considers the
icurrent temperature of each agent (T ), and also it is affected by all of learning parameters because of the

usage of Q-cells. Normally, Q-learning agents explore the environment and exploit their knowledge whit
different probabilities to find better possible solutions and to gain more reward respectively. If the agent is
exploring, it is not certain enough about the outcome of its action and it is more probable to select wrong
actions. On the other hand, when the agent is exploiting its knowledge, it is more likely to select proper
actions provided that its knowledge is correct. So, Certainty can be used as a credit distribution criterion to
judge correctness of agents’ actions.

Credit Assignment Algorithm:

Calculating one of these measures to estimate the probability of correctness of agents’ decisions, the critic
agent selects agents it believes their decisions have been correct and rewards them. The remaining agents may
be punished or their trail is ignored. 

Some additional information may be given to the critic agent. One of such information is the number of
agents with wrong decision. Having this information, the critic agent is more confident about its credit
distribution. However, it does not know which agents have performed incorrect actions. In this paper, two case
studies are considered. In the first one, in addition to the environment reinforcement signal. The number of
agents with wrong decisions is given to the critic agent. In the second case, the critic has only the environment
signal.

Case Study I:

In this case, it is assumed that the critic agent receives both the environment reinforcement signal and the
number of agents with wrong actions (w). All agents are rewarded if the team receives a reward signal.
Otherwise, the critic agent sorts the agents according to one of the introduced measures in a decreasing
manner. Then, it punishes w agents from end of the list and rewards the remaining ones. If the introduced
criteria connot estimate the role of the agents in the team performance properly, the team cannot learn the task
in bounded number of trials, as each agent’s reinforcement signal is the only base for optimizing its behavior.
As will be seen later, proposed criteria are proper measures for credit assignment provided with some initial
knowledge for group members. 

Case Study II:

In this case, number of agents with wrong actions is not know. The critic sorts the agents as in the
previous case but it doesn’t know how many agents must be rewarded . If the critic can partition its sorted
list into two reasonable sections, then the problem can be somehow solved. in fact, it is more likely that the
group with lower Expertness or Certainty selects wrong actions .Since there is uncertainty in approximating
agents’ roles. It is more useful if agents are partitioned into three groups and not criticizing the agents in the
middle section. This is done by calculating suitable thresholds at runtime. However, this method is simple and
might be non- optimal, but it can guarantee rationality in criticizing agents using proper threshold values.

Anyway, for the same reason, special care is needed for ensuring the learning convergence. The reason
is that, the only source for classifying agents is their Expertness or Certainty and these parameters may not
be sufficiently reliable criteria in some special cases. For example, in the beginning of learning the agents act
randomly and they may take right decisions. But, if the critic relies on their Expertness or even Certainty, it
will penalize them, because they don’t have enough Expertness or have done their task randomly. Therefore,
the rationality of applied criterion will be in doubt. Consequently, the critic must be conservative in criticizing
the agents.

The critic agent must make a trade off between rationality and efficiency in using learning trials. Here
thresholds are adjusted for maximum rationality. So the critic agent just rewards actions that already have been
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rewarded or all of their alternatives already have been punished. For punishing agents. It also relays on past
punishments or a reward for alternatives.

After all, we believe that with a suitable strategy. It will worth decreasing rationality slightly and obtaining
higher efficiency that may increase overall learning performance.

Test Bed:

For testing the explained ideas in practice. a simple independent task is considered for each agent in the
group. It is assumed that the environment qualifies the team performance as a whole and the critic agent
assigns credits due to explained criteria.

Fig. 2: Correctness of criteria in ideal conditions 

Two 5-digit numbers are given to the team with five homogenous members to calculate their sum. Each
digit is less than five to have no carry digit between each two adjacent agents . Each pair of digits is given

to one of the agents as its state                . The agents don’t know the summation and should learn it.

Therefore, nine actions are defined for the agents. Each action for each state results in one digit from zero
to eight. Since this task is one –step, the discount factor of Q-learning algorithm is zero. The reward and
punishment are 10.0 and -10.0 respectively. Learning rate (á) are adjusted in each trial as follows:

   (4)

Here          and          are 0.7, 0.05 and the temperature (T) remains constant at 5.0 to keep exploration 

till the end of learning. Therefore the group performance will be bounded and multi–agent credit assignment
remains necessary till last trial.

In addition, before starting group learning, each agent is given some individual learning opportunities.
Having different number of individual learning trials (20, 30, 100, 100and 300 trials), the agents have different
levels of initial knowledge, Expertness and Certainty.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reported results are obtained by averaging the records obtained from ten separate simulations. In order
to filter high frequency noise in the results caused by the agents exploration, a moving average is calculated
for each graph except for learning ratio.

Fig. 3: Group performance for different criteria 

Fig. 4: Learning ratio for credit assignment criteria 

In addition, all measures are normalized to be in the range of zero to one. In figure 2, the Correctness
is shown for all criteria. In this experiment, as mentioned, real credits are given to the agents to make an ideal
case for comparison .it can be seen that for case study I, Correctness of Certainty and Relative Normal
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Expertness are similar and as relative measures . Better than Normal Expertness that is non–relative. This is
an expected result since they both consider all possible actions in a state that obviously lead to a more
informative criterion for predicting outcome of selected action. An interesting fact in this figure is that,
correctness of Certainty and Normal Expertness is exactly 100%.

Ic case study 11 for the entire learning period . This shows that they act fully rational and this is because
conservative threshold values are selected. But this selection leads to a lower efficiency. In Figure 3
Performance of applying different methods are compared. Results of giving agents their real credits are also
shown for comparison. Some noticeable observations in this figure are as follows: 

first, all of methods have a positive slope in their performance curve. So they all can lead to reasonable
fast group learning. On the other hand, the results of case study I, is near optimal case. this shows that
knowing number of wrong decisions in the group is very helpful. Finally, Certainty acts best among the others.
The reason is that with the current parameters, it can fit to the thresholds better. In other words it can express
the agent’s history of experiences better than the others, relative to applied algorithm. a problem with Normal
Expertness that makes it act worse than the other criteria is that, the mentioned procedure of setting thresholds
can’t be done for this measure completely, because it simply ignores alternatives of the selected action .
Therefore all conditions must rely on the history of action itself.

In figure 4, learning ratio is shown for different credit assignment methods and for the optimal critic case.
This ratio is the average among all group agents . Due to the initial agents knowledge obtained via individual
learning.

This ratio starts from 38-39% and grows during the learning period. These results completely match with
the group performances in Figure 3.

Finally Figure 5 shows the efficiency of criteria in case study 11. As mentioned, this parameter is 100%
for all criteria in case study I . Since all agents get positive or negative credit and no trial is ignored . But
in case study II.

Fig. 5: Efficiency of different credit assignment criteria 

Depending on thresholds, there are situations that critic agent doesn’t risk and simply ignores the trial for
some agents.Existence of some initial knowledge in the learning agents seems to be an essential factor for the
success of presented approach . The amount of required initial knowledge depends on the task . 
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Conclusion and Future Works:

It is discussed that, in multi agent credit assignment, a common reinforcement signal must be distributed
among the team members, when the role of each agent is not known clearly. For doing this a suitable criterion
must be provided to estimate the role of each agent in the team performance and to judge if an agent has done
a wrong action. In this paper, three such criteria, named Certainty, Normal Expertness and Relative Normal
Expertness, were introduced. It was shown that, it is possible to successfully distribute a single reinforcement
signal among the team members, provided that, some of the agents have some initial experiences in doing their
task. The suggested methods and criteria were studied in two different cases. In the first case, in addition to
the team reinforcement signal, the number of agents with wrong actions (not their IDs)  was given to the critic
agent. In the second system, the critic was not aware of the number of these agents. In both cases, proposed
criteria could solve the credit assignment problem successfully. In general, Certainty measure worked better
than Relative Normal Expertness measure, and Normal Expertness had the worst performance. Devising some
reinforcement distribution methods, when dealing with teams with no initial knowledge and experience, is one
of the main directions of our future research.
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